S10 tail lights

My tail lights don't work. Brake and turn signal do but not the night time running lights no
matter what position the headlight switch is in. The headlights and running lights on the front
always work and can't be turned off. Note the diagram, sometimes they call the tail lamps--park
lamps, You can see the two fuses, rr and lr park lamps, Use a test light and check voltage on
those fuses, the fuses go hot when the park lamp relay is energized. At the rear tail lamps,
brown wire is voltage and black wire is ground, check them both. The headlights and running
lights on the front always wo So I have a problem with my 91 Chevy s10 where my driver side
turn signal work, and my brake lights light up when I push on the break. I have a 87 s10 2. The
front works, but blink extremely slow. I have break lights but no turning signals or parking lights
in the rear. When I put the right signal I have a chevy s10 regular cab and my tail lights or
license plate lights wont work and all my fuses are good my brake lights and reverse lights are
good but my hazard button is broken so it is I have a different car. Content submitted by Users
is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Tail
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in your shopping cart! At Andy's Auto Sport, we have a huge variety of euro tail lights and are
known as being the industry superstore for automotive lighting! Select Your Vehicle. Year In Pro
Car Wear. Spec D. Spyder Auto. Spyder Altezza Tail Lights - Black. Spyder Altezza Tail Lights Chrome. Spyder Altezza Tail Lights - Smoke. Previous 1 2 3 Next. Not able to find what you are
looking for? You can tell when you see LED tail lights because they have lots of little bulbs that
light up instead of just one lens that lights up. Q: Do tail lights come in pairs? A: All taillights we
carry are always sold in pairs, unless otherwise noted in the listing on our website. Q: What
exactly do the tail lights come with? A: All the tail lights we sell are complete assemblies that
come with the entire housing. Traditional incandescent taillight assemblies do not include
bulbs, unless otherwise noted, and you would use your factory bulbs and wiring. LED taillights,
however, usually include all required lighting, but may require standard incandescent bulbs for
turn or reverse functions to work properly. When you receive your taillights in the mail from us,
you take them out of the box, bolt them up, pop in your factory harness and bulb if required ,
and you can immediately turn on the new tail lights. Tail lights are certainly plug and play
products. Q: Is there any difference between Altezza tail lights, Euro tail lights, or clear tail
lights? A: Altezza tail lights, euro tail lights and clear tail lights are terms that mean the exact
same thing. Q: Why buy tail lights? A: We sell factory style replacement tail lights, and custom
tail lights. Custom tail lights are a great way to modify the appearance of your car. Compared to
other styling modifications, custom tail lights are relatively inexpensive and extremely easy to
install. Most cars have a variety of custom tail lights available, including those with chrome,
smoke and carbon fiber housings. The latest trend in the tail light market is LED tail lights,
where a 'sea of little bulbs' lights up every time you brake. The lens patterns available also vary
for custom tail lights, so check our product listings for details. If you want to give your car a
modern, customized look, buying custom tail lights should be one of the first things you do. Q:
How do you install tail lights? A: Tail lights are manufactured to exact OEM specifications for
easy installation, so you simply remove your factory tail lights and bolt in your new set. Basic
hand tools are required and installation can be completed in a matter of minutes. A:
Unfortunately, the lenses are not available separately. Q: I do not live in the U. Will your
taillights meet my local safety compliance standards? A: Most of the lights that we carry are D.
Department of Transportation compliant, which may or may not be acceptable in your country.
Please check your local laws to ensure compliance if your vehicle must go through certification.
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